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Chapter 5

Post-Darwinian Evangelicals

The second half of the nineteenth century saw the expansion of the Eu-
ropean empires and the development of the American West. None were
glorious. New technologies were used in the American Civil War, the tele-
graph, railways, and the first submarine. One of the technological marvels
was the laying of the Atlantic telegraph, which gave fame to the physicist
William Thomson, who was knighted for his endeavors and later raised
to the peerage as Lord Kelvin. The first trans-Atlantic telegraph messages
were sent in 1858, but the telegraph was not fully operational until 1865.
The advances in science were immense from Clerk-Maxwell’s electromag-
netic wave theory to Mendeleef’s Periodic Table, but it is difficult to escape
the shadow of Darwin, which can obscure the wider picture.

During the late nineteenth century, Christians, including evangelicals,
universally accepted technology and the physical sciences. Some scien-
tists were evangelical, but few were of the first rank. With few excep-
tions, evangelicals also accepted the whole of geological and astronomical
science, and young earth ideas were virtually extinct by 1860—at least
among those educated. The scientific issues which created a problem for
the churches were evolution and the antiquity of man. In the1860s most
evangelicals opposed evolution, but many gradually accepted them, only
to be rejected by most American evangelicals at the end of the First World
War.

THEOLOGICAL ISSUES

In 1860, evangelicals in both Britain and America were at their zenith
and then gradually declined until the 1920s for many reasons. First, the
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religious zeitgeist moved away from Evangelicalism, partly due to the rise
of Anglo-Catholicism in the Church of England, and on both sides of the
Atlantic Roman Catholicism was growing in numbers and respectability.
Secondly, the rise of biblical Criticism undermined traditional Protestant
belief in the Bible (Rogerson, 1984; Neill, 1964; Noll, 1986). The roots of
biblical Criticism are usually traced back to F. C. Baur and associates in
Germany in the 1830s. From their particular philosophical perspectives,
they approached the Bible with historical skepticism and a rejection of
the supernatural, which cut to the root of the traditional understanding
of the Bible. An evangelical would have to give up his Evangelicalism
if he adopted such an approach. The novelist George Eliot is one exam-
ple, but others simply moved to a more liberal faith. Some biblical critics
like Westcott, Hort and Lightfoot on the New Testament and Delitzsch
on the Old took more moderate positions, which were more acceptable to
evangelicals. However the most conservative evangelicals remained with
the near-literalist expositions of the early nineteenth century of Thomas
Scott and Adam Clarke. In one sense Biblical Criticism was not new, as
there was a long tradition of conservative criticism going back to Eras-
mus and Calvin, as well as more skeptical criticism in the eighteenth
century.

Biblical critics raised questions on the authorship and reliability of the
Bible. Moses was no longer considered to be the author of the Pentateuch
(Genesis, Exodus, Numbers, Leviticus, and Deuteronomy) and early Gen-
esis was seen as myth or legend. The discovery of the Epic of Gilgamesh
in 1872 by George Smith and other ancient near eastern epics on the cre-
ation and flood shed new light on the origins of the biblical accounts of
creation and flood (Young, 1995). Most critics thought that the bible was
derivative and that Patriarchal longevity was mythical. By the early 1860s
radical biblical criticism had made few inroads into the British and Amer-
ican churches but the publication of Essays and Reviews (Jowett, 1860) and
Colenso’s volumes caused a conservative backlash in Britain, which rever-
berated across the Atlantic. The result was polarization between liberal and
conservative and paved the way for the modernist-fundamentalist split. It
was furthered by the increasing emphasis on Inerrancy and Dispensation-
alism, which encouraged a default literal hermeneutic and encouraged the
hemorrhage of intellectual evangelicals. As a result the theological ques-
tions faced by evangelicals in the late nineteenth century were more about
biblical criticism than science.

CULTURAL CHANGES

Many scientists in the early nineteenth century were clergymen, but
they declined in number after mid-century and those like Hitchcock and
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Sedgwick were not replaced by the rising generation. Thus by 1900 there
were few clergy scientists like G. F. Wright and Thomas Bonney (1833–
1923). There were many reasons for this decline:

1. The more demanding calls on clergy gave less time to pursue science as a

sideline, resulting in clergy knowing far less about science.

2. It was difficult for amateurs to contribute to science, due to its increasing com-

plexity. As universities offered sciences as degree subjects, those studying arts

or theology would know less science than their forbears half a century earlier.

3. Many involved in science aligned themselves with the rising agnosticism and

later scientific humanism, distancing churches from science.

4. There was a rising awareness of science as a profession and of ministry as a

vocation in a narrower sense.

5. There was an increasing perception that science and religion were incompatible,

culminating in the Draper–White conflict understanding of science and religion.

SCIENTISTS DECLARE ON ESSAYS AND REVIEWS

The biggest theological controversy to strike the English church in the
1860s was not The Origin of Species, but the publication of Essays and Re-
views in 1860 (Jowett, 1860) and Colenso’s work on the Pentateuch. Though
these were about biblical criticism and the restatement of theology, ques-
tions raised by science were never far away. In Essays and Reviews, Good-
win criticized the harmonizing of geology and Genesis by Buckland and
Miller; Baden Powell denied miracles; Benjamin Jowett (1817–1893) wrote
on biblical interpretation and used the famous, but unoriginal, phrase “that
the bible should be interpreted like any other book” (Jowett, 1860). Two
clergy, Rowland Williams (1817–1870) and H. B. Wilson (1803–1888) were
charged with heresy. Before that, in February 1861 Sumner, the evangelical
Archbishop of Canterbury, and twenty-five other bishops wrote to the au-
thors expressing concern as the could not “understand how their opinions
can be held consistently with an honest subscription to the formularies of
our Church [The 39 Articles of 1559].” Of these bishops at least six were
evangelical and none opposed geological science (see Chadwick 1970,
vol. II, pp. 75–96 for an overview). During the next month, leading sci-
entists intended to send a memorial to Frederick Temple (1821–1902),
one of the essayists and later Archbishop of Canterbury (1899–1902), to
express their support of the essayists for “their enquiries conducted in
a spirit so earnest and reverential.” It is not clear whether the letter
was ever sent but it was published without the signatories (Burkhardt,
1994, pp. 416–419). These seem to include Darwin and Lyell but not
Huxley. Though it was never sent, it does demonstrate the unease
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afforded to conservative theology by more liberally minded scientists and
thinkers.

Several years later in 1865 a manifesto (Declaration of Students of the Natu-
ral and Physical Scientists) was drawn up for scientists to declare their belief
in the truth of the Bible and that some “researches into scientific truth are
perverted by some . . . for casting doubt upon the truth and authenticity
of the Holy Scriptures.” Some 600 scientists and medical men signed the
statement. Many of these are unknown medics and scientists, others are
clergy or missionaries, but several were prominent scientists: J. H. Balfour,
Sir David Brewster, James Joule, Sir Henry Rawlinson, Adam Sedgwick,
Phillip Gosse, and fifty-seven Fellows of the Royal Society. Some evan-
gelical scientists did not sign: H. B. Tristram, Charles Babbington, and
John Salter. The proportion of evangelicals is unknown. This manifesto
was aimed at the rising tide of agnostic scientists like Darwin and Huxley
(Moore, 1979, pp. 83, 363). However, it is significant that many scientists,
whether Christian or not, signed neither manifesto.

EARLY RESPONSES TO DARWIN

The Origin of Species was not the seismic shock to Christians as often
claimed. It cannot be emphasized enough that very few Christians who ex-
pressed themselves in print believed in a six-day creation after the mid-1850s.
Thus, the theological questions were not to do with the interpretation of
the Bible, but whether the chanciness of evolution destroyed Design and
whether “animal ancestry” reduced humans to mere beasts without moral
sense. That was the essence of the response to Darwin in 1860.

Bishop Wilberforce has come to be considered the most notorious op-
ponent of Darwin, and despite the careful scholarship of Brooke (Brooke,
2001), James (2005), and others, Huxley’s fanciful account is still repeated
as gospel. Though by 1860 Wilberforce had moved from evangelicalism
to highchurchmanship, his theology was as conservative. Shortly before
the famous meeting with Huxley in Oxford in June 1860, Wilberforce pub-
lished a long review of The Origin in the Quarterly Review ([Wilberforce],
1860). It is a careful review, expressing the concern of most educated Chris-
tians, including scientists. His review, though anti-evolutionary, deals
mostly with scientific objections and is competent, well-written and amus-
ing, referring to “our unsuspected cousinship with mushrooms.” Darwin
told Hooker it was “uncommonly clever” and advised his son William
to read it (Burkhardt, 1993, pp. 293, 305). Only in the last few pages of a
forty-page review does Wilberforce give theological objections to Darwin.
These centered on design and the moral status of humanity.

Some of the main opponents of Darwin were geologists and physi-
cists, whereas Christians were initially divided. Despite popular opinion,
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Christians varied in their response from total acceptance, (Baden Pow-
ell, Frederick Temple), qualified acceptance (Asa Gray, Charles Kingsley),
through ambivalence (John Henslow) to rejection (Sedgwick), all within
an Old Earth framework, which is far removed from “the furore caused by
Charles Darwin’s theory of evolution which so traumatically disturbed
those who up to that time had read the story of the seven-day creation as
literally and historically factual, . . . ” as Peter Carnley, former Archbishop
of Australia, described the situation. Since Jim Moore’s ground-breaking
book The Post-Darwinian Controversies (Moore, 1979) there have been many
good studies, both detailed and wide-ranging so that this statement in in-
excusable. To repeat old ideas that the church reacted vigorously against
Darwin because of concerns over a six-day creation is to fly in the face
of the best scholarship. Despite all expectations evangelicals responded
similarly to other Christians, except more opposed evolution.

The first evangelical to accept evolution, or rather natural selection, was
a Durham vicar, H. B. Tristram (1822–1906). He was a competent ornithol-
ogist, who made a detailed study of the larks in the Holy Land. After
reading Darwin’s 1858 paper while preparing his own article, he incorpo-
rated some of Darwin’s ideas, hence was the first to use Darwin’s theory.
He was present at the Oxford Museum and was convinced by Wilber-
force’s scientific arguments against Darwin! A few years later, he became
re-convinced that Darwin was right and remained an “evolutionist” for the
rest of his life. His family reported him as saying, “When life evolved, or
rather God created . . . ” Tristram is a good example to consider both from
the scientific and religious angle as he shows that acceptance of evolution
in 1860 was not straightforward.

Another evangelical scientist present at the Oxford debate was Charles
Babbington (1806–1895), a botanist who collected beetles with Darwin at
Cambridge in 1828 and described insects collected on the Beagle voyage.
He followed Henslow as Professor of Botany at Cambridge in 1861. In
1884 Babbington was the opening chairman at the commissioning of the
“Cambridge Seven,” as they were “sent” to China as missionaries. One
could not be more evangelical than that! Yet in 1860, as he listened to
the discussions on natural selection in Oxford, Babbington was convinced
that “descent with modification” had occurred. This is partly because it
is often difficult to classify plants into distinct species, as with the British
blackberry. In his memoirs of Babbington, the New Testament scholar J.
B. Mayor, discussed the incident and commented that Babbington would
have wished to side with Wilberforce theologically but with Hooker and
Huxley scientifically. However, Babbington does not appear to have written
on the subject.

The most illuminating response came from the paleontologist John Salter
(1820–1869). In the 1840s he worked with Adam Sedgwick on the geology
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of North Wales. As evangelicals they read their Polyglot Bibles together
on Sundays. In 1854 he became paleontologist to the Geological Survey on
a salary of £250. While with the Survey, Salter carried out his most impor-
tant work, including superb paleontology for William Ramsey’s geological
memoir of North Wales. The evidence on whether he accepted evolution
is contradictory and needs further study. In 1860 to the fascination of
Darwin he presented Devonian and Carboniferous spirifers [brachiopods]
“arranged (not at my request, for I thought he was dead against me) af-
ter my [Darwin’s] diagram in the ‘Origin’” (Darwin to Murray, 28 April
1860, Burkhardt, 1993, 176), showing how a group of fossils fitted in with
Darwin’s branching tree picture of evolution. Unfortunately there is no
other documentation. Salter’s later life was marred by mental illness, and
after differences with Huxley he resigned from the Survey in 1863. In 1869
he jumped off the Margate–London steamer, after giving his son the gold
watch Sedgwick presented to him.

The most well-known evangelical response to Darwin was by the Amer-
ican botanist Asa Gray (1810–1888) who was Professor of Botany at Har-
vard from 1842. Gray was the foremost American botanist of his day who
had met Darwin in England in 1851 and corresponded with him (Dupree,
1988) In 1857 Darwin sent him a précis of his theory and a copy of The
Origin of Species in 1859. Gray facilitated the publication of an American
edition and reviewed Darwin favorably in the American Journal of Science
and Atlantic Monthly interpreting Darwin theistically. Darwin and Gray
discussed the “theology” of The Origin in letters (Roberts, 1997). At the end
of Variation under domestication Darwin made it clear he could not accept
Gray’s theology that God had directed evolution and wrote, “However
much we may wish it, we can hardly follow Asa Gray in his belief, ‘that
variation has been led along certain beneficial lines’ . . . ” (Darwin, 1868,
vol. II, p. 428) Gray described himself as “one who is scientifically, . . . , a
Darwinian, philosophically a convinced theist, and religiously an acceptor
of the ‘creed commonly called the Nicene’ as the exponent of the Chris-
tian faith.” He retained his Nicene orthodoxy despite being at Unitarian
Harvard. Gray’s faith was eirenic and reckoned Darwin “is about as far
from being an atheist as I am.” He wrote, “I don’t believe the Bible teaches
science” and that evolution “can be held theistically or atheistically.” He
was equally eirenic when he reviewed Hodge’s What Is Darwinism? in The
Nation in 1874 as he challenged Hodge’s answer, “It is atheism.” Gray
became acquainted with G. F. Wright in 1874, who persuaded him to pub-
lish Darwiniana, which included both his 1860 articles and important later
writings. In 1881 Gray gave lectures to Yale Divinity School published
as Natural Science and Religion, which caused no stir because of the ac-
commodation between evolution and Protestantism. That accommodation
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survived largely intact until the Scopes decade, by when many evangeli-
cals had come to reject evolution. Though Gray is usually considered an
evangelical, Noll and Livingstone aptly describe him as “a fairly conser-
vative, relatively traditional Christian.”

The geologist James Dwight Dana (1813–1895) went on the Wilkes’ ex-
pedition of 1838–1842, when he made important observations on coral
atolls and volcanic islands, complementing those of Charles Darwin. He
was appointed as Silliman Professor of Natural History at Yale in 1856. He
wrote two standard works on mineralogy, Manual of Mineralogy and The
System of Mineralogy, and, finally, The Manual of Geology in 1863. Dana was
a devout Congregationalist with a high view of the authority of scripture
and design in the natural world. In 1856, the year he was appointed to
Yale, he was involved in a controversy with Tayler Lewis, who had pub-
lished The Six Days of Creation in 1855. Like many theologians before and
since, Lewis argued that scientific theories were tentative, so thus science
should have no bearing on biblical interpretation. He wrote that, “We can
get on very well without geology.” Lewis here was arguing for a total
separation of theology and science, almost anticipating Karl Barth a cen-
tury later, rather than repudiating science, in contrast to Moses Stuart. At
a stroke, Lewis had dismissed all schemes of “reconciling” geology and
Genesis. During 1856 and 1857 Dana published a four-part response to
Lewis in Bibliotheca Sacra, then a congregational journal. Dana had taken
his scheme of “reconciliation” from Guyot, which was a form of Day-Age
harmonizing.

It is easy to see the dispute as between a scientist and a biblicist, but
it was deeper than that. Dana, following a tradition which went back
two centuries, accepted the authority of the Bible, but wished to interpret
the Bible according to the light of knowledge drawn from extra-biblical
sources, in this case geology. He maintained the geology had shed new
light on Genesis. In contrast, Lewis argued that biblical interpretation
should be independent of the passing whims of science. However Lewis
cannot be considered a “biblical creationist” as he regarded science as
dealing with secondary causes and not subject to a construct based on
Genesis. Dana, too, followed his geology independently of Genesis and
his concordism was more impressionistic than pre-Raphaelite. Both had
effectively severed the link of geology and Genesis, which had informed
the work of harmonizers like William Buckland.

A counter-factual history would be Dana’s response to his complimen-
tary copy of The Origin of Species in 1859, if he had not been struck down
by mental illness, which incapacitated him until 1863. Dana was a catas-
trophist whose progression of life consisted of replacements of life forms
rather than transformation. Dana did not reply to Darwin until December
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4, 1862, when he had still not read The Origin. Two months later, after
sending Darwin a copy of his Manual of Geology, he responded with a
measured rejection of Darwin on geological grounds. These were the ab-
sence of transitional forms and that the fossil record does not show the
smooth transition needed for Darwin’s theory. Over the next ten years
Dana changed his mind. In the second edition of the Manual of Geology in
1874, he said that the evolution of life had proceeded by natural means
with only a few supernatural interventions. He did not go “the whole
orang,” but had shifted from his previous catastrophist progressionism.
There is no evidence that he had a crisis of faith.

Along with other physicists like Tait and Kelvin, Sir David Brewster
was also unhappy with Darwin. His wife was present at the Oxford debate
of 1860, when she notoriously fainted. Brewster responded in an article
entitled The facts and fancies of Mr Darwin in Home Words (Brewster, 1862).
Neither Darwin nor Huxley thought that Brewster had given any sound
objections. Two years previously in 1860, his fellow Free Churchman,
James Duns (1820–1909) who succeeded Fleming as Professor of Natural
Philosophy at New College, Edinburgh, wrote a critical review in the North
British Review. In a letter to Asa Gray, Darwin unjustly dismissed Duns as
“a dabbler in natural history.” However within a decade most Scottish
evangelicals had accepted evolution.

These examples of competent evangelical scientists show that there was
no fixed response to Darwin, except that they accepted the vast age of
the earth. All gave considered responses, often moving to cautious accep-
tance. Though William Whewell was on the fringes of Evangelicalism, his
cautious but slightly negative response reflects the stance of most religious
scientists.

However most evangelical theologians were less liable to accept evolu-
tion. Of all the works of evangelicals from the 1860s I have read, almost all
accept the basic correctness of geology. In Britain there were a handful of
dissenters. After Phillip Gosse wrote Omphalos in 1857(Gosse, 1857), he did
not venture again into print. B. W. Newton (1807–1899), like Gosse a dis-
enchanted former Brethren wrote a tract Remarks on “Mosaic Cosmogony”
and Genesis II.5 (Newton, 1882) in response to Goodwin’s chapter in Essays
and Reviews. As a former Oxford classics don, Newton was a competent
linguist, but he would not allow the slightest deviation from a twenty-four-
hour day. In America the Southern Presbyterian theologian R. L. Dabney
(1820–1898), who served first as a chaplain to the Confederate army and
then chief of staff to “Stonewall” Jackson, wrote on Geology and the Bible
in the Southern Presbyterian Review for 1861, in which he criticized both
the Gap Theory and Day-Age interpretation. He favored a literal view
and thought geology theory was too provisional to take into account. Like
Gosse he favored a “mature creation theory.” Later in 1873 in the same
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journal he was embroiled in controversy with James Woodrow, uncle of
Woodrow Wilson, who was dismissed from his professorship at Columbia
Theological Seminary in 1886. Though these two may have had a consid-
erable following from evangelicals, most educated evangelicals eschewed
literalism.

In 1861 on the occasion of the British Association meeting at Manchester,
the Rev Hugh McNiele (1795–1879), an evangelical Vicar in Manchester,
gave a sermon in which he upheld the findings of geologists, but not
Darwin. That was the general opinion of most of his fellow clergy. In
1856, the Archdeacon of Calcutta, John Pratt, published the first edition
of Scripture and Science not at Variance (Pratt, 1856, 1871) which under-
went many revisions until 1871 to take into account Darwin and Essays
and Reviews. As much as Pratt accepted geology, he could not accept
Darwin and Natural Selection because that is based on chance and thus
contrary to design. In the last edition, which Pratt wrote after reading
The Descent of Man, published earlier that year, which he considered to
be “overflowing with facts” and “the untempered mortar of free spec-
ulation.” Briefly, he rejected an evolutionary origin of man for religious
reasons.

Another Anglican opponent of Darwin was Thomas Birks (1810–1882),
who followed F. D. Maurice (1805–1872) as Professor of Moral Theology
at Cambridge in 1872. Birks was a prolific scholar in the evangelical tra-
dition. Though no scientist, he was well-informed on geology, which held
no threats to him. He was educated at Cambridge and served his curacy
under Edward Bickersteth. That acquired him the vicar’s daughter as a
wife and a commitment to Premillenialism. He edited Paley’s works and
wrote widely on theological subjects, with The Bible and Modern Thought
(Birks, 1862) as a response to Essays and Reviews in 1861. The work is a
wide-ranging and learned response to the Essayists dealing with revela-
tion, the historicity of the Bible, miracles, and the inspiration and inter-
pretation of scripture, and adopts a mild Biblical Criticism. One chapter
(XIV) is on The Bible and Modern Science and is an examination of Good-
win’s Essay on Mosaic Cosmogony. Birks rejected Goodwin’s mythological
approach and had doubts about both Rorison’s poetic interpretation and
Miller’s optical presentation, regarding the Gap Theory of Chalmers as
the “true relation of Genesis and Geology.” James Moore (Moore, 1979,
p. 201) describes Birks as “Britain’s foremost anti-Darwinian” and rather
unjustly refers to his “exceedingly illiberal” books on evolution; The Scrip-
ture Doctrine of Creation (1872) and Modern Physical Fatalism and the Doctrine
of Evolution (1876). He argued that Special Creation is mandated by scrip-
ture and “a priori reasoning.” He also echoed Sedgwick’s challenge to Dar-
win for rejecting inductive and deductive inference in science, re-iterating
the objections to Darwin in the 1860s. Birks was one of the last of the
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evangelical Anglicans to oppose Darwin as later evangelicals like Handley
Moule (1841–1920) and Dean Wace (1836–1924) were far more accepting of
evolution.

In America, one of the most significant conservative theologians was
Charles Hodge (1797–1878) of Princeton Theological Seminary, who with
Warfield was the architect of Biblical Inerrancy (Noll and Livingstone,
2003). Hodge stood in the tradition of the seventeenth-century Calvinist
scholastics, and still used the seventeenth-century Francis Turretin’s theo-
logical works as textbooks. In 1816 he went to Princeton Seminary, where
he remained all his life except for two years studying in Europe from 1826.
He maintained his Calvinism with an eirenic tenacity, evidenced by his
opposition to Thornwell’s proposal in 1845 to declare Roman Catholic bap-
tism invalid. On slavery he was a moderate abolitionist. However, he is
remembered his many theological writings. Hodge wrote little on science
until his last decade. In 1862 he referred to Darwin’s work as unconvinc-
ing, as he thought it absurd to think that all life could derive from a few
life forms.

Hodge’s main foray into Darwinism was in 1874, when many Chris-
tians had accepted evolution, in What is Darwinism? (Hodge, 1874), which
attracts dismissive accounts presenting Hodge as a literalist. Hodge con-
sidered whether Darwin’s view of natural selection by chance would allow
any design or Teleology, and whether ultimately Darwin had any room
for God. He focused on the question of Teleology and design, since Hodge
considered Darwinism to be based on randomness and chance. To Hodge,
Darwinism is not the same as Evolution, and though he does not accept
Evolution, he is not fundamentally opposed; “If God made them, it makes
no difference, how he made them: whether at once or by a process of evo-
lution” (Hodge, 1874, p. 95). His book is a sustained attempt to show that
“the answer to our question, What is Darwinism? It is atheism.” as Hodge
concludes his book. However, Hodge immediately added the qualifica-
tion that; “It does not mean that Mr Darwin himself and all who adopt
his views are atheists, but it means his theory is atheistic” (Hodge, 1874,
p. 156).

The essence of Hodge’s argument is Darwin’s theory of natural selection
operates by chance and thus has no place for God. Thus Darwinism that
is, natural selection, is by definition atheistic. Hodge accepted a limited
natural selection but also inconsistently insisted on the fixity of species
(Hodge, 1874, pp. 143–149). Hodge defined Darwin’s use of natural in
natural selection more narrowly than did Darwin, writing that it “is a se-
lection made by natural laws, working without intention or design . . . In
using the expression natural selection, Mr Darwin intends to exclude de-
sign or final causes” (Hodge, 1874, p. 85). Gray reviewed Hodge in The
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Nation in May 1874, describing Hodge as ultra-orthodox. His conclusion
is that “Excellent as the present volume is . . . and . . . it shows that Darwin-
ism may bear an atheistic as well as a theistic interpretation, . . . it will not
contribute much to the reconcilement of science and religion” (Gray, 1963,
p. 230). Gray quoted Charles Kingsley “We know of old that God was
so wise that he could make all things; but, behold, he is so much wiser
than even that, that he can make all things make themselves” (Gray, 1963,
p. 232).

Gray sent a copy of his review to Darwin on June 16, 1874, “You will see
what uphill work I have in making a theist of you.” Darwin replied, “The
more I reflect on this subject, the more perplexed I grow” (Hodge, 1874,
p. 33). Gray wrote Evolutionary Teleology as the last chapter of Darwiniana
(Gray, 1963, p. xxi.) and argued that Darwin had reintroduced purpose
and design into the organic world. He regarded Paley’s idea of design to
be “confusion of thought,” as it was too mechanistic and “an idea which
has been set up as the orthodox doctrine, but which to St Augustine and
other learned fathers would have savoured of heterodoxy” (Gray, 1963,
p. 294). However this would hardly have convinced either Darwin or
Hodge.

The works of Pratt, Birks and Hodge, when considered against their
social milieu, are fine conservative works, written by theologians with
a good grasp of science. They are devoid of reactionary dogmatism. In
fact, some YECs today would consider them “theological compromisers,”
and often seem to airbrush out Hodge and Warfield. Their presentation
of Darwin’s evolutionary writings is scrupulously fair. Their theological
opposition to Darwin was based on several points; the balance of design
and chance, the uniqueness of humanity (compromised by animal descent)
and the moral and spiritual status of humanity. However as time went on,
more evangelicals accepted evolution, but often insisted on creative acts
for the first life, conscious beings and humanity.

In Britain the ambivalence of the Victoria Institute (VI) is illuminating.
It was founded in 1865 to counteract the liberal and materialist tendencies
of The Origin of Species and Essays and Reviews. Despite its evangelical
principles, it was broader than some of their founders may have wished.
For over a century the Victoria Institute was influential in British evangelical
circles on science and religion, but has now been eclipsed by Christians in
Science. The VI organized regular conferences and published The Journal
of the Victoria Institute (now Science and Christian Belief ). Despite Philip
Gosse being a founder, the journal always had a broad perspective. The
first volume in 1867 contained several articles supporting the common
geology/Genesis consensus and in the volume for 1867 George Warington
wrote an affirmative article On the Credibility of Darwinism. The following
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year he wrote on The Biblical Cosmogony and, followed Rorison, in that as
Genesis did not deal with science and thus there was no need for harmony
between geology and Genesis.

LATER RESPONSES TO DARWIN

By the mid-seventies, many within all Protestant churches had accepted
evolution and the evangelicals were only slightly behind. When Frederick
Temple gave his Bampton Lectures in 1884 (Temple, 1884), evolution had
ceased to be controversial, though it is difficult to say how far it was
accepted at a popular level. In the United States the mantle of Calvinist
orthodoxy passed from Charles Hodge to his son Archibald and to B.
B. Warfield. A. A. Hodge grudgingly accepted evolution and Warfield
regarded himself as a “Darwinian of purest water” and even claimed that
Calvin allowed for evolution.

David Livingstone in Darwin’s Forgotten Defenders (Livingstone, 1987)
and other studies has dealt with Evangelical attitudes to evolution and
concludes that from the mid-1860s until the First World War most evan-
gelicals were evolutionists and the rest were old earthers. Livingstone
has also compared the attitudes to evolution of three groups of orthodox
Calvinist Presbyterians in the 1880s (Livingstone, 1999). They had simi-
lar theologies and had close links. Those from the north of Ireland were
antievolutionary, but old earthers; the second from Princeton, including
Warfield and Hodge, were mostly evolutionists, and the Scots betwixt
and between. The reasons are fairly simple; Asa Gray and James Dana
advised the Americans, and the Ulstermen reacted against John Tyndall’s
British Association 1874 lecture in Belfast. Among Scottish Presbyterians,
who formed the third group, only James Duns of the Free Church writ-
ing before 1882 rejected evolution but Principal Rainy of New College
declared himself an evolutionist in his inaugural lecture of 1874. In 1894
the Free Church James Iverach wholeheartedly embraced evolution, but a
little cautiously for man, as did James Orr in his classic work The Christian
View of God and the World (Orr, 1897). Henry Drummond in Natural Law in
the Spiritual World (Drummond, 1883) waxed lyrical about Christianity and
Evolution. There was a fourth group of Presbyterians from the Confederate
states. Their leading theologians, R. L. Dabney and J. H. Thornwell were
both antievolutionary and anti-geology regarding geological methods as
circular reasoning and thus fallacious. They also used their theology, and
their understanding of Genesis, to support slavery, in marked contrast to
abolitionists Hodge and Gray.

As the Victorian era continued more and more educated Christians
came to terms with evolution. Among Anglican Evangelicals Bishop J. C.
Ryle (1816–1900) of Liverpool directed his clergy to the Bucklands and
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Sedgwicks for their grasp of science in the 1880s. Even in the 1890s his
writings show no concession to evolution, but he seems to take geology
for granted. E. A. Litton in An Introduction to Dogmatic Theology (1882)
regarded the antiquity of man as of no consequence but rejected evolution,
and Bishop Moule of Durham writing in 1889 accepted Genesis (along
with Revelation) as poetic, and accepted evolution, but drew the line at the
creation of man (Moule, 1889). In the 1860s his father the Rev. Henry Moule,
poet and inventor of the dry-earth closet, only just accepted geological
time. Some evangelical clergy continued with the semi-literalism of Baylee
and Cuming as did William Brown Galloway (1811–1903), who wrote
such turgid volumes as Science and Geology in relation to the universal deluge
(Galloway, 1872), which only just allow for geological time, and Samuel
Kinns (Kinns, 1883).

To summarize for the late nineteenth century, biblical literalists among
mainstream evangelicals are almost non-existent, though a few con-
tributed to the Fundamentals. Evangelicals mostly either followed some
kind of Progressive Creationism, for example the geologist J. W. Dawson,
Bishop J. C. Ryle, or Evolution as confined to the non-human sphere, no-
tably James Orr and Bishop Handley Moule. Some evangelicals adopted
evolution from monad to man, like B. B. Warfield. Non-evangelicals ac-
cepted evolution, mostly as a non-Darwinian guided evolution. As Dar-
winism went into eclipse it was replaced by “guided” evolution, in which
direction or orthogenesis operated. Thus evolution was more susceptible
to a theistic interpretation, as a guiding hand was apparent, and may ex-
plain why evolution was more acceptable a century ago than it is today.
As Bowler points out in The Non-Darwinian Revolution (Bowler, 1988), evo-
lution was rapidly accepted in the 1860s but Darwinism was not. This
non-Darwinian evolution is typified by the (dinosaur) paleontologists Ed-
ward Drinker Cope and Alpheus Hyatt. Cope accepted that the pattern of
evolution was “conceived by the Creator, according to a plan of His own.”
His private life was not quite Christian and he died of syphilis in 1897 at
the age of 47.

Evangelicals were ambivalent toward evolution and there was no firm
consensus in the latter half of the nineteenth century. Through few evan-
gelicals rejected geological time (restricted by Lord Kelvin to less than 100
my) numbers never accepted evolution and others insisted on divine in-
terventions for the formation of life, consciousness and humanity, which
some saw as God’s creative acts in Genesis 1 verses 12, 21, and 27. This
ambivalence is best seen in the life and career of George Frederick Wright,
who began his scientific career as a Christian Darwinist under Asa Gray,
and gradually came to reject Darwinism and, perhaps, facilitated the meta-
morphism of Evangelicalism into fundamentalism in the early twentieth
century. To him we will shortly turn.
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THE ANTIQUITY OF EARTH AND HUMANITY

Since the discovery of Deep Time in the eighteenth century, no ge-
ologist could give dates for the age of the earth. Throughout the early
nineteenth century geologists tried culminating with the Rev. Samuel
Haughton’s estimate for the base of the Cambrian as 1,800 my in 1860.
The work of the physicist William Thomson (later Lord Kelvin) in the
early 60s soon reduced the maximum age of the earth to 100 my and
then to 24 my. Most geologists, including Charles Darwin, capitulated
to these estimates though it mitigated against evolution. Kelvin’s dates
were widely accepted until the first attempts of radiometric age-dating in
1905.

Of more concern to evangelicals were arguments for the antiquity of
humanity put forward from about 1860. Before then evidence was too
scanty to give any firm date. So long as humans had only existed for
only some 10,000 years, one could adopt a chronology similar to Ussher’s.
Lyell in The Antiquity of Man (Lyell, 1863) concluded that humans first ap-
peared 100,000 years ago, which was unacceptable to most evangelicals, as
it challenged any semblance of history in Genesis 4–11. Van Riper (1993)
groups responses from 1855 to 1880 as Lyellian (100,000 years), Prest-
wichian (20,000 years), and traditional (Ussherian?) (6000–8000 years).
The first group included Darwin, Huxley, Lubbock, and Wallace, and
the last were confined to religious publications. The Canadian geologist,
J. W. Dawson (1820–1899) continually argued for a traditional date and
at his death was the only leading scientist not to accept evolution. From
1860 Dawson published many books reconciling geology and Christianity,
with titles like Archaia (Dawson, 1860) and The Story of the Earth (Dawson,
1874). These exude geological competence, but he always favored Kelvin’s
shorter timescales (Burchfield, 1976) and a low human antiquity, which
was music to evangelicals as they could retain the traditional chronology,
which Schofield put in his Reference Bible of 1909.

Another evangelical geologist, George F. Wright (1838–1921), a Con-
gregationalist minister who was encouraged to take up geology by Asa
Gray, was persuaded against his earlier Darwinian views by consider-
ations of geological time. From his early years he took an intermediate
position between Lyell and Darwin on one hand and the heirs of Ussher
on the other. In the 1870s and 1880s Wright was Darwinian as expounded
in Studies in Science and Religion (Wright, 1882), but retained the special
creation of humans, as did Wallace. After he returned to Oberlin College,
Ohio, in 1881 he began an intellectual drift to the right but continued his
fieldwork on glacial geology. He began to question evolution partly be-
cause the materialism of Spenser and Huxley. He also was worried by the
Higher Criticism of C. A. Briggs. When he first heard Briggs in 1891 he was
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convinced that Moses did not write the Pentateuch. On reflection he re-
acted against Brigg’s liberalism and became more conservative and began
to associate evolution with higher criticism, a position still put forward
today.

In 1892 he published Man and the Glacial Period (Wright, 1892) which
is a useful compendium on the state of glacial studies. Wright hoped
for a favorable response. That was not granted him, as he insisted that
there had been only one period of glaciation, and rejected the findings
of recent glaciologists, who had unraveled a series of Ice Ages rather
than one as was originally thought in 1840. Wright concurred with Joseph
Prestwich, that the one Ice Age had lasted 25,000 years, but by the 1890s
few geologists accepted that and Wright was taken to task by the geologists
Chamberlin and McGee, the latter calling him as “a betinseled charlatan.”
Dana regarded McGee’s dismissal was “a disgrace to American Science,”
but Numbers is correct to state that Wright’s “theological convictions had
undoubtedly colored his scientific conclusions” (Numbers, 2006, p 44).
In The Origin and Antiquity of Man (Wright, 1913) he reiterated his case
and refused to accept “Man’s origin by purely naturalistic agencies.” He
argued that the earth was less than 100 million years old and that life,
that is the base of the Cambrian, began some 24 million years ago. These
conclusions, drawn from Kelvin, allowed him to accept a short 25,000
year Ice Age. Even so, he followed Flinders Petrie’s dating of the first
Egyptian dynasty at 4777 BC. On geological time Wright was restrictive.
He objected to Lyell’s “unlimited” geological time with the base of the
Cambrian 500 million years ago (close to today’s 550 million years). He
commended Darwin for downsizing his almost limitless time in 1859 to
some 100 my and favored Walcott of Burgess Shale fame and a Presbyterian
for allowing only 27.5 my. It is difficult to be certain why Wright changed
from a thoroughgoing evolutionist to a skeptic who took a limited view
of geological time, which hardly gave time for evolution. Numbers (2006,
pp. 33–50) gives some pointers.

Time, they were a-changing! A few years before in 1905 the English
physicist John William Strutt, later Lord Rayleigh (1842–1919) began to
apply radioactivity to date rocks and showed that a mineral containing
radium was 2 billion years old because of its helium content. In the same
year Bertrand Boltwood suggested that Lead may be the end product of
the decay of uranium and calculated the ages of forty-three minerals from
400 to 2,200 my. The radiometric dating game had begun and by 1913
Arthur Holmes (1890–1964) in The Age of the Earth reckoned the base of the
Cambrian to be 600 my and the age of the earth to be 1.6 by. Geologists
would never again talk of less than billions. The immediate effect was to
render untenable any suggestion that humans had been around for less
than 50,000 years. The loose agreement with “biblical chronology” which
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Dawson and Wright claimed was consigned to history. From then on the
choice was, either to accept billions of years for the age of the earth and a
100,000 years or more for humans or to accept that humans are recent that
is less than 20,000 years and to REJECT all radiometric age dating. As we
shall see that first occurred in the 1930s and became a major thrust of YEC
after 1961.

SCIENCE AND LOSS OF EVANGELICAL FAITH

One of the enduring themes of Victorian religion is the loss of faith of
many erstwhile evangelicals. This phenomenon is often termed “Honest
Doubt,” as those who doubted strove to be extremely honest in all their
thinking, a virtue learnt from their evangelical homes. Murphy in a classic
paper (Murphy, 1955) argued that the cause of doubt was moral rather
than intellectual, with a repugnance at doctrines such as eternal punish-
ment, the savagery of substitution atonement, and the idea of punishment
for the misdoings of Adam. Murphy’s ideas were taken up by Josef Altholz
in his suggestive but flawed article The Warfare of Conscience with Theology
(Altholz, 1988), which has allusions to Andrew White’s famous book, and
repeats some of its inaccuracies. Elsewhere Frank Turner argues persua-
sively that no scientist in the nineteenth century gave up his faith because
of science, but he is driven by the assumption that an orthodox theological
belief stifled proper scientific research. He also assumes that the Broad
Church was more open to science than its orthodox counterparts.

The number of intellectual and literary Victorians brought up as evan-
gelicals is legion. Some drifted off into a form of unbelief and others to a
liberal or catholic brand of faith. Probably one of the most famous accounts
of the change between two generations is Edmund’s Gosse’s Father and
Son (Gosse, 1907, 1949), which was first published in 1907. Gosse reacted
against the claustrophobic faith of his father into a literary agnosticism. It
is a moving book, but is inaccurate in his portrayals of Victorian science
and religion. As a result it gives a distorted picture and encourages the
perception that Evangelicalism is hostile to science. It is also significant
that it came from a time when many were writing of the conflict of science
and religion.

The great novelist Mary Ann Evans, or George Eliot (1819–1880), was
brought up as an evangelical and in her early twenties rejected that faith
and was drawn to the radical ideas of Charles Bray. Her novels Scenes of
Clerical Life, Adam Bede (which Darwin read while writing The Origin of
Species), and Middlemarch, are full of sympathetic portrayals of evangeli-
cals. In 1846 she translated D. F. Strauss’s Leben Jesus and in 1855 wrote
a scathing essay on the follies of a Presbyterian minister in Evangelical
Teaching: Dr Cumming for the October Westminster Review. Though she
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and George Lewes were well informed scientifically and on good personal
relationships with Darwin and his circle there is no evidence that science
had any part in her rejection of Christianity. Many biographers of Eliot
assume it, as does Frederick Karl in his biography, as he claims that Eliot’s
grasp of geology would have aided her loss of faith. In about 1840 she read
Pye Smith’s Relation between the Holy Scripture and some parts of Geological
Science, which could hardly have assisted in what Karl refers to as “the
geological assault on the religious explanation of the earth’s origin” (Karl,
1995, p. 46) or that “geology was the giant that could topple the church”
(Karl, 1995, p. 129). Whatever the reasons were for Mary Ann Evans loss
of faith, science was not one of them.

John Colenso (1814–1883) was the most notorious Anglican bishop of
the Victorian era, as he was charged with heresy and acquitted after the
publication of The Pentateuch and the Book of Joshua (1862–1879). Since then
Colenso has been a hero to liberals! He was born in Cornwall and by 1830
was helping the local evangelical vicar. He went to Cambridge in 1832
and in 1836 graduated as the second best mathematics student. He was
ordained in 1839 and published several arithmetic textbooks. So far he was
an exemplary evangelical but in 1842 he met Sarah Frances Bunyon, whom
he married in 1846. Like many others, both Frances and John rejected
their Evangelicalism and molded their faith around the theology of S. T.
Coleridge and F. D. Maurice. By now Colenso was a vicar and developed a
great interest in missionary work. In 1853 he became Bishop of Natal and
published a commentary on St Paul’s Epistle to the Romans in 1861, which
rejected substitutionary atonement and incurred the wrath of Bishop Gray
of Cape Town, his superior. The following year he began to publish The
Pentateuch and Book of Joshua critically reviewed. Much of these volumes are
on critical issues of the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch and the vast
numbers of the Israelites in the book of Numbers. Colenso claimed that
he had been forced to face these questions for the first time by discussions
with local Zulus, as when he was translating the story of the Flood, he
was asked “Is all this true? . . . that all the beasts and birds, and creeping
things . . . came thus and entered into the ark with Noah?”

Colenso wrote that he had learnt geology since leaving England in 1853
and that

I now for certain, on geological grounds, a fact of which I had only mis-

givings before, viz. that a Universal Deluge, . . . , could not possibly have taken

place . . . (Colenso, 1862, vol. 1 pp. vii–viii)

In Part 4 on the first eleven chapters of Genesis, Colenso dealt with
the problems of the animals on the ark and wrote with great wit on the
problem of animals traveling to the ark prior to embarkation.
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How then could these snails, and worms, and snakes, and lizards, of all kinds, have

found their way to the Ark, across vast countries, mountains, seas, and rivers, from

the distant localities in which they lived? or how could they have returned to them?’

‘Could, then, the sloth and armadillo, from the tropical regions of South America,

have marched up to the Icy North, . . . , after many years of painful wandering, . . . ,

have been received into the Ark? (Colenso, 1863, vol. IV, p. 191)

Now if a sloth can travel at 0.068 mph it would have taken many years to
travel some 10,000 miles!!!! (These types of questions are still being raised.)
This is great fun, and Colenso was clearly enjoying himself writing against
the backdrop of the Drakensburg Mountains, but it was not new. Colenso
must have known this, as he relied on books by evangelical writers, Pye
Smith, Miller, Hitchcock, and Pratt (Colenso, 1863, vol. IV, pp. 191–193,
197, 200, 203), some of whom were writing a quarter of a century before.
His major episcopal opponent Samuel Wilberforce was no mean geologist
and reacted badly to personal attacks in Colenso’s writings. Colenso was
looking at Genesis in the same way as Goodwin did in his chapter in Essays
and Reviews. They both challenged the traditional approach of seeking to
reconcile or incorporate Genesis into all human thought on the origin of
things, which had gone back through Buckland to Grotius and Mersenne
in the early seventeenth century.

The upshot of the publication of his commentary of Romans and his
volumes on the Pentateuch was a major controversy, which resulted in
Colenso being indicted for heresy. The primary cause was over his rejec-
tion of substitutionary atonement and then over critical questions of the
authorship of the Pentateuch, rather than comments over the occupants of
the Ark. His gamboling with Noah’s menagerie probably only served to
antagonize conservatives like Samuel Wilberforce and other Bishops who
correctly dismissed his geological arguments as trite, puerile, and repeti-
tions of long-refuted objections. Despite the fact that Colenso is hailed as
a pioneering scholar who took science into account for his understanding
of Genesis, when his sources are considered it is difficult not to conclude
that his stories of Zulus disbelieving the Flood are creative. For a contrary
viewpoint see Rogerson (1984, pp. 220–237) and Parsons (1997).

One of the greatest Victorian men of Letters was Sir Leslie Stephen
(1832–1904), best known as the editor of the British Dictionary of National
Biography and father of the novelist Virginia Woolf. He came from an
evangelical dynasty; his grandfather James Stephen (1758–1832) was a
member of the Clapham Sect with William Wilberforce, and his father
Sir James Stephen (1789–1859) was colonial under-secretary and prepared
the successful bill abolishing the slave trade in 1833. He was educated
at Eton and Cambridge and after becoming twentieth wrangler in 1854,
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a fellow of Trinity Hall and ordained in 1855. His great passion in life
was mountaineering, made several first ascents in the Alps and wrote the
Playground of Europe. His main work was the History of English Thought in
the Eighteenth Century published in 1867 and he wrote widely. It seems that
he began life as an evangelical but gradually abandoned his beliefs. After
adopting agnosticism he resigned his orders in 1875. We see in his family a
microcosm of growing doubt. His grandfather was an evangelical of firm
convictions, his father was softening at the edges, Leslie, himself, moved
from a childhood Evangelicalism to a moral Victorian agnosticism and his
daughter Virginia was part of the Bloomsbury group.

Leslie spoke about his loss of faith in no uncertain terms. Writing in
1903 he claimed that in 1862 he began to have doubts about the literal
truth of Noah’s Flood and as a result he no longer took services in the
college chapel. Owen Chadwick dismissed his account in no uncertain
terms calling it “exaggerated” and simply pointing out that forty years
previously Canon Buckland in Oxford had scorned such literalism, as
had Sedgwick in Cambridge. However the historians of science Frank
Turner and von Arx take Stephen at face value (Turner and von Arx,
1982). Stephen’s account is untenable as no fellow at Cambridge or Oxford
could possibly have thought that a universal flood was orthodox belief in
1862 as one is hard pressed to find any books in the 1860s, which argue
for a universal flood. That, along with Stephen’s great intellect, means that
we need to take his account as one of perception rather than reality, as his
memory of the 1860s is at best exaggerated.

The stories Colenso and Stephen about their change of faith are as mem-
orable as they are inaccurate. Both are masterpieces of creative writing
and have passed into the canon of de-conversion stories. The inaccuracy
of their accounts becomes very clear, when we consider the evangelical
writings of Miller and Pratt of the 1850s, which are almost cavalier in their
insistence of a local flood and an ancient earth. However, these two ac-
counts illustrate the problem of perception affecting an individual as well as
on a wider sphere. But these accounts and the experience of many indicate
how evangelicals were losing many able young men and women.

There was not only the considerable hemorrhaging of evangelicals, ei-
ther to Liberal Protestantism, Anglo-Catholicism or to unbelief, but some
groups across the Atlantic were hardening their arteries. There were two
groups, in particular; the Germanic Lutherans of the Mid-West and the
Seventh Day Adventists, who though, strictly speaking, were outside Vic-
torian Evangelicalism, have become important in retrospect as they pro-
duced most early twentieth-century YECs and thus made a major impact
on evangelical understandings of science in the twentieth and twenty-first
century. In the late nineteenth-century geocentric or Young Earth writings
are almost limited to these two groups.
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Whether many adherents of evangelical churches in Britain and Amer-
ica were also young earth and literalist is impossible to say, as there seems
to have been no research on the subject. Further, the hoi polloi of evangel-
icals leave nothing in print. However, as many lay evangelicals, however
well-educated, tend to adopt a default literal hermeneutic today it is rea-
sonable to conclude that many would unreflectively opt for literalism and
all that entails. Even in Britain this is still evident today as many church
members during the last century, evangelical or not, assume that literal-
ism is the orthodox Christian understanding. I have observed this among
my parishioners in my ministry and have often led them away from an
uncritical literalism. It is what they learnt in church and Sunday school,
even if they were not taught it. The perception has a greater impact than the
reality.

LUTHERAN GEOCENTRICITIES

Whereas no other Protestants questioned the Copernican system in the
nineteenth century, some conservative Lutherans in the mid-west rejected
heliocentricity in favor of geocentricity. To go back to the sixteenth cen-
tury, Martin Luther (1483–1546), possibly dismissed Copernicus’s theory
of a heliocentric universe, and perhaps that fact explains why modern geo-
centric beliefs seem to have been more common among Lutherans. Exactly
how strongly Luther objected to Copernicanism is difficult to ascertain as
his comments are to be found only in his Table Talk, which was collected
together by his followers and may not be reliable. At the end of the six-
teenth century both Tycho Brahe (a geostatist rather than a geocentrist)
who rejected Copernicanism and Johannes Kepler were Lutherans, but
even so Lutherans were more hostile to Copernicanism than Calvinists.

As a result of German immigration to the mid-west strong Lutheran
communities formed especially in Missouri and Wisconsin. One of the
leaders was German-born Carl Ferdinand Wilhelm Walther (1811–1887)
who came to St. Louis in 1838 to be a pastor. He also founded a seminary,
a publishing house, and a theological journal and was president of the
German Evangelical Lutheran Synod of Missouri, Ohio, and other states
(forerunner of the Lutheran Church Missouri Synod), which dates from
1847 and a leading figure in the Evangelical Lutheran Synodical Confer-
ence of North America, which was formed in 1872. (Noll, 1992, p. 216)
These bodies were largely self-contained until large-scale immigration
from Germany ceased in the 1930s, and they kept aloof from the indige-
nous American evangelicals. Even in the 1930s they were reluctant to pray
with other Protestants and more recently would not allow Southern Bap-
tists and others to receive communion with them. Walther disparaged
Copernican astronomy in the pages of the synod’s official publication, Der
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Lutheraner. The theologian F. A. Pieper (1852–1931) also rejected Coper-
nicanism, as did August Graebner (1849–1904), who insisted that if the
Copernican system disagreed with the Bible, “the heliocentric system must
fall” (Numbers, 1991, p. 106). Several other works were published like J.
C. W. Lindemann’s (d1879) Astronomishe Unterredung zwischen einem Lieb-
haber der Astronomie und meheren berühmten Astronomen der Neuzeit, worin
deutliche Auskunft gegeben wird über die Untrüglichkeit des Kopernikanischen
Sonnen-Systems published in1873. Hence most geocentric works published
in America between 1870 and 1920 were written by members (mainly
clergy) of the forerunners of the LCMS and that geocentricity was widely
taught within the synod. These were discussed by Friedrich E. Pasche’s
1906 book Bibel und Astronomie, which also discussed about sixty passages
from the Bible that indicate an unmoving earth and/or a moving sun. In
1915 he also wrote in English, Fifty Reasons:Copernicus or the Bible. Philoso-
phy and vain deceit, or true science? Which Is Right? and showed that there
were fifty reasons why Copernicanism was wrong!

During the twentieth century these Germanic Lutherans slowly gave up
geocentricity, but not their insistence on a young earth. which is to be seen
in the numbers of Lutheran flood geologists in the inter-war years and
the division of the Lutheran Church into the Lutheran Church Missouri
Synod (LCMS) and the Evangelical Lutheran Church of America (ECLA)
in the 1970s, which was over inerrancy and biblical literalism.

THE RETURN OF BIBLICAL LITERALISM

Following the decline of the Scriptural/anti-geologists after the 1840s,
there were very few evangelicals who ventured into print arguing for a
literal six-day creation. I emphasize “venturing into print” as I am sure
that there were considerable numbers within popular Evangelicalism, both
pastors and worshippers. A fruitful line may be to survey popular religious
magazines of the period, particularly those of the separatist evangelical
groups. My tentative impression is that many evangelical church members
did not think deeply about the subject and adopted a default literalism,
but were not dogmatically YEC. Many were disturbed by Darwinism and
the perception that humans are only monkeys.

The support for a literal six-day creation declined sharply after the mid-
1850s. There were a few pamphlets issued in response to Hugh Miller’s The
Testimony of the Rocks after 1858, but they had little influence in dissuading
even the most evangelical from accepting some kind of harmony of Genesis
and geology. Some, like those of Baylee and Cumming, were based on a
naı̈ve and apparently literal exegesis, but they did not question geological
ages. After the publication of The Origin of Species the writings of B. W.
Newton and R. L. Dabney seem to be almost unique and even such a
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thorough bibliography as Tom McIver’s (McIver, 1992) only records a few
more from this period.

As far as I can ascertain, the only groups, who overtly supported a
young earth approach after the mid-60s were the Seventh Day Adventists
and some Lutherans. At that time they had minimal importance as they
were outside mainstream Evangelicalism. However despite their marginal
importance, they became better known through the writings of McCready
Price in the Scopes era, whose work is the basis of the modern YEC move-
ment. Throughout the nineteenth century there were a proliferation of
Adventist sects in America and Britain. These had their origin in the Mil-
lenarian tradition, which flourished from the late eighteenth century and
still thrive among evangelicals today. Many Millenarians were to be found
in mainstream churches and in Britain the Anglican Church was well rep-
resented with writers like G. S. Faber, F. Nolan, E. Bickersteth and Thomas
Birks, who have been discussed earlier. Some Millenarians founded their
own groups outside the churches, and extended their Millenarianism to
predicting the end of the world. There were eccentrics like the illiterate
John Wroe who thought that the Second Coming would take place in
Ashton-under-Lyme in Lancashire. Within a year he was hounded out of
town, perhaps because he had taken ten virgins to comfort him.

An American counterpart was William Miller (1782–1849), the most
famous of all Millenarians. He was converted in 1816 and became drawn to
prophecy initially through British Millenarianism. For two decades he did
little but from 1843 became active and attracted a following of some 50,000.
Slowly Miller’s followers drifted away from their churches and began to
form their own denomination, which by October 22, 1844, was nearly
complete. That was the day, which the Millerites had fixed as the Second
Advent and after their hopes were not realized the Millerites declined and
referred to that date as the Great Disappointment. From the ashes a small
apocalyptic sect, the Seventh Day Adventist, smoldered on. Following the
Great Disappointment numbers of Millerites took stock and concluded
that the Second Coming was imminent, but would be delayed until the
world had been warned to observe the Sabbath on Saturday—the seventh
day of the week.

In the early 1840s the young Ellen Harmon became involved with a
small Adventist chapel in Portland, Maine and in August 1846 married an
Adventist preacher John White. Soon after that Ellen White began writing
her many books, which were often culled from other sources and rewrit-
ten by friends. According to Ronald Numbers the Seventh Day Adven-
tist Church was formally organized by John and Ellen White and Joseph
Bates in 1863. Like the Millerites, the Seventh Day Adventists expected the
imminent Second Coming and worshipped on Saturday because of the
Fourth Commandment, which also refers to Creation in six days. Hence
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they insisted on a literal interpretation of Genesis. (Today, this is still a
crux of the YEC arguments.) In her Spiritual Gifts: Important Facts of Faith
(White, 1864) White wrote that to follow infidel geologists with vast in-
definite periods “strikes directly at the foundations of the Sabbath of the
fourth commandment” (cited Numbers, 1992, p. 74) and repeated these
arguments in Patriarchs and Prophets (White, 1890, p. 97).

This work gives the biblical story from Creation to King David, written
in popular style. She insisted on a literal creation week and in chapter IX
The Literal Week voices her concern at geology. She favored the Deluge be-
ing the source of strata rather than long ages and regarded geology as “one
of Satan’s devices to lead the people to accept the fables of infidelity . . . ”
(White, 1890, p. 99). She waxed lyrical on the Flood, “The mountains
once so beautiful in the perfect symmetry, had now become broken and
irregular. . . . And upon countries that were not inhabited, and those where
there had been the least crime, the curse rested more lightly.” Her under-
standing of coal is unusual; “At this time immense forests were buried.
These have since been changed to coal, . . . The coal and oil frequently
ignite . . . Thus rocks are heated . . . and volcanic eruptions follow” (White,
1890, p. 94). So far, the source of White’s geology is not known, Stilling
wisely suggests that it may come from the Lord brothers. However Ellen
White had less grasp of geology than any of the British anti-geologists
mentioned in the last chapter and clearly had not read them. Thus to the
Adventists, geology with its long ages had to be rejected or else their raison
d’être to change the Sabbath would be nullified and so White’s visionary
writings passed into the official doctrine of the Seventh Day Adventist
Church.

In 1863 Ellen White developed health as a new aspect to her ministry, as
one Sabbath day White had a vision of the relationship of physical health to
spirituality and the importance of good diet, fresh air, and exercise. She also
had other concerns as she thought that the practice of masturbation would
result in “imbecility, dwarfed forms, crippled limbs, misshapen heads,
and deformity of every description.” The result was the SDA’s work in
medical missions, which are now worldwide. In 1866 the Whites opened
a Health Reform Institute at Battle Creek, Michigan, which majored on
hydrotherapy, which was the rage in the nineteenth century. The Whites
realized they needed a medical director and in 1875 Dr. John Kellogg
(1852–1943), a younger member of the church whom the Whites financed
through Bellevue Medical College in New York City, was appointed.

Kellogg, who we remember mostly at our breakfast tables through his
invention of cornflakes in 1897 as well as peanut butter, proved to be an
interesting appointee. He changed the focus at Battle Creek to medical
and surgical procedures and Numbers reckons that without his influence
Adventist medical work would have ceased. Kellogg made a considerable
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contribution to medicine and to foods. While teaching physics at Battle
Creek College, in 1879 Kellogg wrote a small work Harmony of Science and
the Bible (Kellogg, 1879), which ran counter to Ellen White’s teaching as
Kellogg reckoned that a main factor in causing conflict between science
and religion was the “Holding of the Bible as unimpeachable authority on
all subjects” and argued for the separation of science and religion. Even
though Kellogg still believed in a special creation, his way of thinking
was not amenable to Ellen White and other leaders so eventually Kellogg
and the Adventists went their separate ways. Kellogg later became an
evolutionist and a eugenicist and founded the Race Betterment Center in
1914.

However other Adventist writers, notably Uriah Smith and Alonzo
Jones, published in the Review and Herald, supporting Ellen White’s vi-
sions and refuting the geologists, whom they noted were often in contra-
diction to each other. These writers were putting in place the distinctively
Adventist approach to science and religion, which was developed in the
next century by George McCready Price, who attended Battle Creek Col-
lege from 1891–1893. Whatever the validity of their arguments, it is clear
that they could do no other because of their insistence that the Fourth
Commandment on the Sabbath necessitated a six-day creation. Very few
evangelicals accepted such a literalist approach. Their ideas were restricted
to sidelines of American society until into the latter half of the Twentieth
Century. I venture to suggest that were it not for Ellen White and the
Germanic Lutherans YEC would not have come to the fore today.

CONCLUSION

A short chapter can only give the barest outline of evangelical attitudes
to science in a half-century which saw the publication of the Origin of
Species and the rise of so many ideas contrary to an evangelical world-
view. My selectivity has been to both describe the past and to explain
future developments. For the vast majority of educated evangelicals science
placed no threat to their faith. No mention has been made of the advances in
physics and chemistry, or even astronomy, as they caused no controversy
for any Christian, whether evangelical or not.

It must be written in capital letters that most evangelicals had no objection to
geology and thus did not insist on a six day creation, but many were concerned
at the possibility of evolution and an existence of humanity for more than
Ussher’s allotted 6,000 years. In the eyes of many YECs today Victorian
evangelicals were hopelessly compromised theologically, but this had no
effect on their evangelical zeal, nor their devotion to the bible. Despite
their acceptance of so much science, which is now anathema to the YEC,
evangelicals were full of confidence in their faith in Jesus Christ, and on
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the whole were unperturbed by the findings of geologists and biologists.
However there was a gap between the clergy and the educated laymen
with many rank and file Christians, who regarded science with suspicion.
This was shared by many in the revivalist churches, and became apparent
after WWI. However, a turn of the century commentator would have said
that there were no future battles to be fought and how wrong they were!
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